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Abstract: nowadays, fingers movement and hand gestures can 

be used as main activities in translating by naturally and 

convenient way to the human computer interaction. The purpose 

of this paper is to analyze in depth the thumb, index and middle 

fingers on the hand grasping movement against an object. The 

classification of the fingers activities is analyzed using the 

statistical analysis method. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

is one of the methods that able to reduce the dimensional dataset 

of hand motion as well as measure the capacity of the fingers 

movement. The fingers movement is estimated from the bending 

representative of proximal and intermediate phalanges of thumb, 

index and middle fingers. The effectiveness of the propose 

assessment analysis were shown through the experiments of three 

fingers motions. Preliminary results of this experiment showed 

that the use of the first and second principal components can 

allow distinguishing between three fingers grasping movements. 

 

Index Terms: finger movement; finger activities; hand 

grasping; Human Computer Interaction; Principle Component 

Analysis (PCA) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the basic 

methods based on the appearances for use as classical linear 

methods in the field of face recognition. The main application 

of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of data set in which 

there are a large number of interrelated variables, while 

maintaining as much as possible in data set changes. 

According to [1], PCA analysis methods are capable to 

identify and expressing all dataset in such a way as to 

differentiate their similarities and differences. Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) has been used formerly on hand 

poses such as [1]-[3].  

According to [4], the first user of PCA Sirovich and Kirby 

[5], [6] states that any face image can be reinstalled about a 

total weighted collection of images that define the basic 

interface (eigenimages), and the mean face image. 
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Meanwhile Turk and Pentland [7] presented a famous 

Eigenfaces method for face recognition in 1991. Since that 

PCA become a successful and popular method especially to 

those who investigate the pattern recognition and computer 

vision [8]-[12]. 

The goal of this research is to verify all the signals that 

recorded from the fingers movement using Glove MAP and 

the performance of data gathered to be determined by data 

analysis method. This method could be used as the main 

classifier to the raw output data commencing the fingers 

movement. The advantage of this evaluation is not depend on 

size of human hand even though data is might difference 

because of difference grasping style between the user. In this 

research, the use of PCA will provide groups of classification 

principle component of the fingers grasping. 

This research paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

addresses the literature review of the related researches to the 

several approaches, applications and problems of recognizing 

the fingers grasping movement. Section 3 describes the 

methodologies of the system. Section 4 describes the material 

and methods. Experiment will be described on section 5 

including the experimental setup. Section 6 will present the 

results and discussion. Finally on section 7 described the 

conclusions and proposing some possible future work.. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The physical hand model that used for this research is 

based on the human hand. Thumb, Index, Middle, Ring and 

Little fingers act simultaneously in the analysis of fingers 

grasping. L. Vigouroux et al. [13] stated that the thumb did 

not compete against the other fingers and there is no 

secondary moments were functional to the wrist. However, 

Gregory P. Slota et al. [14] said that to hold an object oriented 

vertically with your thumb against the four-finger grip 

prismatic as in holding a bottle of water. The kinematic 

structure of the human hand is important in order to clarify 

some significant part of the structure to measure the 

movement of the human fingers. Distal, intermediate, and 

proximal phalanges are the Osteology of the phalanges of the 

hand as shown in Fig. 1. According to S. Cobos et al. [15] 

direct kinematics is used to obtain the position and 

orientation at any angle fingertips together. 

T. E. Jerde et al. [16] stated PCA found as a support for the 

existence of a motionless position synergy angle 

configuration. The physical figure and contour of human 

hand can be predicted using a reduced set of variables and 

postural synergies. Meanwhile Ramana et al. [17] stated that 

the use of PCA able to quantize and characterize the variance 

in hand posture of novel transformation task.  
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For the virtually applies, Salvador Cobos et al. [18] stated 

that PCA capable to explore in some depth of the physical 

human hand for kinematic behavior, in order to get a 

simplified model of the human hand with the minimum 

number and the optimum degree of freedom (DOF), and thus 

achieve an efficient manipulation tasks. Saggio G. et al. [20] 

used 15 sensors in order to develop a biomedical glove that 

able to measure the surgery classify activities and then 

evaluate the skill of the surgeon potential. Oz et al. [21] used 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) to translate ASL words 

into English. The system uses a sensory glove called the 

Cyberglove™ and a Flock of Birds® 3-D motion tracker to 

extract the gesture features. A glove designed has 18 sensors, 

which measure the angle of bend fingers at various positions. 

Frequency of distribution data could be up to 150 Hz. 

 

 
Fig 1: Anatomy of the hand [19] 

III. MATHODOLOGIES 

A. Calculation Analysis of PCA 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multidiscipline 

statistical analysis approach of data compression and feature 

extraction [22]. The coordinates of the new axis is calculated 

by changing the coordinates of the ordinary data.It is the 

revolution of linear multispectral space (measurement space) 

into the space of Eigenfingers (feature spaces). Let F be a 

dimensional vector, and represent the multi-spectral 

observation of a finger bending. The principal component 

transform is defined by: 

 

𝐽 =  𝐴𝑇𝐹    (1) 

A is an Eigenfingers matrix with a normalized covariance 

matrix F. Then J has a diagonal covariance matrix: 

𝐶𝑗 = 𝐸 {(𝑌 − 𝑀𝑦)(𝑌 − 𝑀𝑦)
𝑇

} = 𝐴𝐶𝑋𝐴𝑇 =  [

𝜆1 0 … 0
0 𝜆2 … …
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
0 … … 𝜆𝑛

](2) 

Where 𝜆1 > 𝜆2 … > 𝜆𝑛are the eigenvalues of the covariance 

matrix of F.Then, to meet the terms of the analysis of PCA 

the use of Eigenfingers and Eigenvalues are requisite. 

Whereas Eigenvalues can be simplified as Eigenvalues = 

Eigenfingers*original data. The analysis can assume to be as 

a list of real numbers and depending on the concepts of 

vectors and linear transformations [23]. EigenfingersJ of A 

and Eigenvalues λ can be determined as:- 

𝐴𝐽 = 𝜆𝐽                                                                                   (3) 

Can be simplified as: 
(𝐴 − 𝜆𝐼)𝑋 = 0    (4) 

Where λ and A are calculated using Jacobi method [24], 

meanwhile I is an identity matrix. By using the equation 4, it 

is simply find the determinant of the Eigenfingers. 

det(𝐴 − 𝜆𝐼) = 0(5)              

In this research the first data that obtain from the grasping 

fingers movement and the characteristics of the GloveMAP, 

the practical value of the principal components analysis 

provide an effective techniques for dimensionality reduction. 

In particular, the grasping and fingers bending may reduce 

the number of features needed for effective data 

representation by discarding the bending data. Equation 6 

shows only small variances and retain only those terms that 

have large variances [25]. Let 𝜆1,….,𝜆𝑙 denote the largest l 

eigenvalues and associated eigenfingers be denoted by 

𝑄1,𝑄2,….,𝑄𝑥 respectively. The equation may write as:- 

 

 

                                                                             (6)  

 

 

B. Dimensionality Reduction of Principal Components 

Analysis 

From the respective data of fingers grasping movement, the 

total variance values of the jth component possibly will 

finalize more effective the dimensionality reduction. 

According to Haykin [25] data vector j that resulting from the 

principle components will be preserving the information 

content of the original data. 

 

∑ 𝜎𝑋
2 =  ∑ 𝜆𝑋

𝑛
𝑋=1

𝑛
𝑋=1                                                                   (7) 

 

Where 𝜎𝑋
2 is the variance of the 𝑋𝑡ℎ principle component of 

𝐽𝑡ℎ. 

IV. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Figure 2 depicts a flow of the overall fingers grasping 

using the GloveMAP system where the basic system is 

outlined. In this study, DataGlove is assembled with a three 

pieces of flex sensors which was attached on the finger joint 

positions of the hand. When the fingers are bent, the sensors 

also bent and the generated outputs data was measured. 

Based on these output data, the fingers grasping of the hand is 

calculated. 

 

Fig 2: Fingers grasping classification using PCA 

𝐽 ̅ =  ∑ 𝐴𝑋𝑄𝑋

𝐼

𝑋=1
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Fig 3: Resistive interface glove (GloveMAP) 

 

Fig 4: Sample of GloveMAP grasping activities 

V. EXPERIMENT 

Experiment was carried out by using three flex sensors, and 

the purpose was shown the reliability of flex sensors on the 

sign language translation via the fingers movement and 

bending. By using the movement of the index finger and 

middle finger as well as thumb, then the resistance will be 

measured and evaluated by ensuring that the resulting signal 

can be analyzed. Then, the signal had to be sent to the 

microcontroller called as Arduino Uno [16] until the last 

signal will then be evaluated and interpreted before being 

sent to the self-developed programmed. 

A. Experimental Setup 

For the experimental setup, the used of GloveMAP for 

measuring the multiple angular finger joint positions was 

needed in order to measure the continuity of the grasping 

data.  Figure 4 shows the example of grasping activities 

whereas the process of flex-sensors bending that attached to 

the hand-glove must be initiated the process. For the 

example, when the fingers were bent then the resistance will 

be fed across the flex sensor circuit. The example of 

GloveMAP product function can be seen in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig 5: The example of GloveMAP Bending activities (a) 

straighten fingers (b) bending of index finger (c) bending of 

middle finger (d) bending of both fingers [27] 

Five people/subjects wes needed in doing this experiment 

for holding objects. Arrangements of GloveMAP wearer was 

required to grasping some objects such as cylinder, box and 

round. The chiisen of objects depends on the diversity of 

grasping for every human being was indifferently. Raju Kota 

et al. [28] said the idea of PCA is illustrated in Fig 6 

corresponds to the direction of maximum variance and was 

chosen as the first principal component. In a 2D case, the 

second principal component was then determined uniquely 

bythe orthogonality constraints; in a higher-dimensional 

spacethe selection process would continue, guided by the 

variancesof the projections. 

Each trial was limited to several seconds. The completion 

task was relatively successful when the subjects grasp the 

object till they’re asking to release and all the measurement 

end. During the task subjects wore the GloveMAP on the 

right hand. Sensor values of the glove were sent 

throughMATLAB engine into MATLAB®SIMULINK 

where they were transformed into data coordinates. 

Thenumber of data configurations was determined 

accordingly to the grasping durationfor each group. It may 

seem trivial at firstsight, since one could just fix a maximum 

number of data anddivide it by the number of groups. For this 

research, we propose not todefine a maximum number of 

samples, but a reasonable number of samples per grasping 

activities. 

 

Fig 6: (a) The concept of PCA. Solid lines: the original basis; 

dashed lines:the PCA basis. The dots are selected at regularly 

spaced locations on a straight line rotated at 30o, and then 

perturbed by isotropic 2D Gaussian noise. (b) Theprojection 

(1D reconstruction) of data using only the first 

principalcomponent [28]. 

B. Definition of Correct Grasping 

Definition of the hand grasping in use of object is 

definedbelow.It is important for human to grasp bottle 

properly to treat bottle properly and measure the signal from 

DataGlove “GloveMAP”. 

1. Hold bottle properly.  

2. Carefully grasp the object.Make sure you are 

comfortable while grasping the bottleand avoid it slip. 

3. Assessment and evaluation will be done with the 

situation started with before and after holding and 

grasping an object. 

4. Release the grasp on the object and the evaluation end. 

Meanwhile for the grasping analysis of the human hand has 

always been the same motion others even finger at the same 

angle, because the human hand motion data is very large and 

the shape of the human hand is multifarious. 
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VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For the experiments result, all data’s which has been taken 

will be going to be analyze using PCA methods. One of the 

experiments is using the bottle grasping. It is not really 

difficult in measuring the hand grasping if the correspondent 

follows the   stage in section 5.2. Figure 7 shows the example 

of 30 distributions data which taken from bottle grasping 

activities. The others research were measured and evaluated 

three pattern hands grasping including box and ball object 

with use of tools for the confirmation of research evaluation 

method.  

 

 

Fig 7: 30 samples of original data on bottle grasping activities 

(Raw 1 = Thumb, Raw 2 = Index and Raw 3 = Middle) 

 

Fig 8: 30 sample Eigenfingers data on bottle grasping 

activities (Raw 1 = Thumb, Raw 2 = Index and Raw 3 = 

Middle) 

After identifying data from PCA dimensionality 

reduction/feature extraction, all data collection on the bottle 

grasping activities will be through the process of clustering 

analysis. Cluster analysis is the task of the group of each 

object in such a way that the object in the same group 

[29].PCA is a stylish way to minimize the dimensionality of 

grasping data, while (supposedly) keep most of the 

information. PCA dimensionality reduction maintains what is 

common in data and it’s capable to differentiate data. For the 

example fig. 9 shows how the collections of finger movement 

data from a bottle grasping were classified into three 

groups.Groups 1 show the maximum finger movement while 

group 2 show a less movement compare to group 1. Finally 

group 3 shows a minimum finger movement.In simple words, 

this situation proved that 2 from 3 groups were shows more 

effective movement meanwhile the other group shows less 

effective finger movement for hand to grasp.  

For fig. 10 and 11 the same concept was applies against the 

grasping of object such as box and ball. All five subjects will 

continue the same procedure as bottle grasping. PCA will 

identify strongly-associated combination of many of the 

original variables data. Evaluation of hand grips after using 

the PCA has shown that each of the fingers movementwas 

different. For the future research, the study will focus on 

finger force while grasping the object and the research will no 

limit only on 3 fingers but the other two Ring and Little 

fingers.   

 
Fig 9: PCA data clustering for bottle grasping 

 
Fig 10: PCA data clustering for box grasping 
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Fig 11: PCA data clustering for ball grasping 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new development of a low cost DataGlove 

“GolveMAP” by using the flexible bend sensor which is able 

to recognize the human fingers activities is presented. The 

goal of this research is to analyze the accurateness of the 

GloveMAP which is able to assist the minimum and 

maximum data of the fingers movement between thumb, 

index and middle finger using the principle component 

analysis (PCA). With use of PCA concept, every act or 

activity is capable to simplify the finger movement using the 

classification of data collection. Collection of data that 

measure from the hand grasping or finger movement was 

measured by using GloveMAP and the advantages of the 

measurement could be perform by the characteristic values of 

one dimensional dataof hand grasping. From the PCA 

analysis, value of data will be represented as the number of 

sensor bending that located on the GloveMAP.Thevalues of 

data show the amount of movement that could be 

representing which finger signified more to grasp the object. 

Finally, from the experiments result we conclude that PCA 

capable to translate 100% finger movement classification and 

Eigenfingers can be put into practice for fingers classification 

in variety application.  
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